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As Crooks Stir Tensions In
The Middle East
Real Experts Warn Dont Bomb Iraq
The following public statement from COME (Committee
On The Middle East) deserves the publicity of our Front
Page at this critical time. Once again we have the great
news “relay team” of Calvin Burgin and Dr. Al Overholt to
thank for this timely warning from those, many of whom are
TRUE experts on the Middle East.
The only “negative” reaction to what is said below is
likely to come from longtime CONTACT readers who are
aware of our decade-long array of information on the
background for the present Middle East unrest. There is no
mention here about how the banksters (banking gangsters)
have stolen many billions of Arabian oil dollars for decades,
how such imperial impudence as British Petroleum’s slant
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drilling figured in the Gulf War, how the Bush family holdings and secret
documents require “UN inspectors” in disguise, how the media is
completely controlled by the fake (Khazarian Zionist) “Jews”, or a host of
other factors which have direct bearing upon what is now so dangerously
unfolding in the Middle East (imagine that: directly after a big media blitz
“Peace Talks” conference).
Regardless of either the ignorance or the “political politeness” of the
TRUE experts who formulated the document below, we are on the threshold
of a dangerous situation which deserves the airing of what these ones have
to say about the matter. Much of importance is “between the lines”, so
read carefully for the clues.
—Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
(Please see Real Experts Warn Dont Bomb Iraq, p.7)
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

SWISSAIR: TEMPS HIT 572 0 F
IN COCKPIT BEFORE CRASH
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 11/6/98:
[quoting]
Temperatures rose to 572 degrees without
leaving traces of fire in the cockpit and part of
the first-class section of Swissair Flight 111
before it crashed, an in-house publication of the
airline said Thursday. There still is no
indication of the source of the heat, said the
publication, News. It described as “pure
speculation” theories that a fire was caused by
an electrical short that ignited insulation
material. [End quoting]
Sounds like something a beam weapon
would do!!
CAR
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BOMB EXPLODED
KREMLIN GATE

NEAR

From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 11/6/98:
[quoting]
A Jew-hating Russian gunman detonated a
car full of explosives near the main Kremlin gate
Wednesday night, just hours after the Russian
Parliament voted not to criticize one of its own
members for proclaiming that the “Yids” should
be sent “to the graveyard”.
Three Kremlin guards were injured, one of
them seriously, in the spectacular blast, which
officials said had the force of 13 dynamite
sticks.
Moscow police have arrested 65-year-old
Ivan Orlov, a correspondent of the anti-Semitic
tabloid Russkaya Pravda (Russian Truth) and a
sometime member of Vladimir Zhirinovsky’s
fascist Liberal Democratic Party, and charged
him with terrorism.
According to the Los Angeles Times, Orlov
crashed his rotten little Moskvich car through a
metal barrier that keeps traffic off Red Square,
then raced toward the gate at the Kremlin’s
famous Spassky Tower. A cop car cut him off
20 yards before the gate, so Orlov got out, put
an unloaded gun to his head and pulled the
trigger, Russia’s NTV station reported.
The car then exploded, sending flames and
smoke high above the Kremlin’s signature onion
domes and rattling the structure’s windows.
“It seemed like fireworks,” 18-year-old
Alexei Kukharenko told the Times. “We were
trying to figure out what holiday it was.”
Orlov suffered minor injuries. Police later
found a second, more powerful explosive device
in his car.
The car bomb capped off a day of shame in
Russia’s frigid capitol.
Earlier, the Russian Parliament, or Duma,
voted 121-107 against condemning Communist
MP Albert Makashov for his viciously antiSemitic remarks at an Oct. 4 rally. Makashov
ranted that Jews are blood-suckers who “rule the
country”.
Makashov is one of the Communist generals
who led the armed attack of the Ostankino

television tower in 1993, provoking Yeltsin’s
bloody storming of the Duma’s White House.
After spending five months in jail for his deeds,
the general was given amnesty and quickly
reinstated to Parliament.
At various rallies and television appearances
last month, Makashov blamed the country’s
Jewish minority for ruining the military, stealing
from “real Russians”, and “spitting” on the
country that “saved them from the fires and gas
chambers of fascism”, the London Telegraph
reported.
After politicians and reasonable Russian
humans criticized him and pondered possible
prosecution (a consideration that has since been
dropped), Makashov warned: “If anything
happens to me, be sure that it was the Yids and
also be sure that I will take at least ten of them
with me.”
Duma deputies debated long over the wording
of the proposed censure, eventually agreeing on
a statement that failed even to directly criticize
Makashov. Instead, it called the general’s insane
remarks “harsh and bordering on the rude”, and
noted that it “provoked concern in broad sectors
of society”.
Such watering down was seen as an attempt
to convince Communists to vote for censure, but
in the end only one of 132 commie MPs—house
speaker Gennady Seleznyov—voted yes.
After the vote, Makashov refused to
apologize, except for using the word “Yid”
instead of “Zionist”.
Several unrepentant Communist deputies
came out in favor of anti-Semitism.
“Zionism is more frightening than fascism,”
explained MP Gennady Benov.
“Because it operates from the flanks,
clandestinely and secretly.”
Communist Party leader Gennady Zyuganov
failed in several clumsy press conferences to
criticize Makashov beyond remarking on the
“impermissible form” of his remarks and saying
that the party has “reprimanded” the general.
The country’s ranking commie did, however,
take time out to complain that many of Russia’s
national TV programs “do not show a single
Russian face”—a direct reference to Jews,
according to the Itar-Tass news agency. “This
insults us,” he added.
Zyuganov further blamed the resurgence of
the “Jewish question” on the Yeltsin
administration’s “breaking of national
representation” within its ranks, the Telegraph
reported.
In other words, too many Jews.
In other Russian news on Wednesday,
Economics Minister Yuri Maslyukov announced
that the country couldn’t afford to pay back up to
$21 billion in foreign debt over the next 13
months. Maslyukov will be meeting with senior
Western bankers in the coming days to negotiate
a
rescheduling
of
the
debt.
<listserv@listserv.aol.com> [End quoting]
It seems like some of the Russians are
waking up to the fact that many so-called “Jews”
and especially those called Zionists are the ones
who are doing the country in. Too bad all
“Jews”—even the good ones—are lumped in with

the bad. However, violence will never solve the
problems.
YET ANOTHER VACCINATION
RECOMMENDED FOR INFANTS
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 11/5/98:
[quoting]
The American Academy of Pediatrics on
Wednesday added another vaccine to the list of
those it recommends be given to infants and
children. The vaccine is designed to protect
children from rotavirus, a common winter
infectious disease that results in diarrhea and
low-grade fever. The group said the vaccine
should be given to children at ages 6 months, 2
and 4. In the United States alone, the infection
is responsible, for 50,000 hospitalizations each
year. [End quoting]
These bastard depopulationists will never let
our children off of the needle. In ancient days
they just outright murdered the children; now
they’re trying to get away with using a doctor or
nurse and a needle.
IS

RONN
FREE

JACKSON
OF PRISON!

From JOHN RAY, 11/8/98: [quoting]
I don’t know if anyone has heard that Ronn
Jackson is now out of prison. He contacted one
of my sources trying to locate Katherine Herman
and may be renewing old acquaintances. It is not
likely he will contact me since I previously made
him well aware I don’t have the finances that he
needs.
He claims he has been out prison for two
weeks now and will not be going back.
He also claimed to have been in contact with
Warren Christopher and that he will soon have
access to funding. When I sarcastically asked
my source if he has found another rich widow to
get this funding I was told that Betty is still by
his side. If he does get funding he should first
repay those who trusted him enough to loan him
money to finance his previous escapades.
I may be overly cautious but very little
happens by accident and timing is not only
important but essential in evaluating any given
situation. I become suspicious when critical
negotiations are now going on with GAIA and it
seems both private business information and the
crew has been compromised by outside
infiltrators. Now Ronn Jackson is suddenly out
of prison and trying to locate Katherine, who is
enraged over the CONTRACT agreement. It
could be significant if these two team up to try
and block any deals. PRECAUTIONS and TO
BE ALERT is what is needed at this time.
I hope I am wrong in my assumptions but
these are critical times and our adversaries will
attempt to utilize every person or means to block
their competitors in this earthly chess game.
Forewarned is forearmed. Our prayers are
with the GAIA team. In the LIGHT, John Ray
[End quoting]
THE
THE

THIRD SOLUTION:
BO GRITZ STORY

From NCBA REPORTS (The National
Commodity And Barter Association Monthly
Report), Oct. 1998: [quoting]
Bo Gritz Newsletter—Oct. 1998
It was at exactly this point at 1:00 P.M.,
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Sunday, September 20, 1998 that I pushed the
“save” button and allowed my straining mind to
return to the only thing of importance to me.
Claudia’s (my wife) divorce was 10 days away.
I was rapidly growing crazy not being able to
talk things out with her.
Well-meaning friends had counseled that the
only way she might respond was to see me as the
same man she had first fallen in love with 25
years ago. My notes, calls and flowers were
rejected with a legal warning that anything
further would be met with a $10,000 fine per
event. There had never been a clear explanation
of what had happened and why. My mind ached
for answers. Claudia being my only real friend
didn’t make matters any better—there just wasn’t
anyone for me to go to for a mind flushing.
Claudia had become so much of me that her
removal meant my demise. All I’ve ever wanted
to do was come home to her. Every other time
there had been my butyryl [sic] twin soul with
her arms out, welcoming me home.
Sunday afternoon became fuzzy and narrow
in focus. I showered, shaved, and put on my
uniform. I would again be the man Claudia had
married. Maybe she would have a single kind
word that we could build on. Claudia had said
she was “tired of making things OK for others”,
and wasn’t going to do it anymore. She wanted
her “freedom”. I had finally said: “I don’t have
a life except for you and our children.”
Claudia is very much her own person. She is
the only Mother that my children will ever know.
She is a woman adored, appreciated, and
cherished by all. Claudia single-handedly saved
our Covenant Community from financial disaster
when Gillespie took off leaving a million dollars
in debts due—he then illegally withdrew over
$20,000 that Claudia had carefully collected to
pay our road builders. Everyone in the entire
area knows that Claudia is responsible for saving
Almost Heaven. She is a business woman
extraordinaire.
Claudia was clear that there would be no effort
at reconciliation. She asked me for a list of assets
and divided up what we had. The last words from
Claudia were: “I need a final date when you will
have all your things out so I’ll know you are never
coming back!” I wrote a note promising to be clear
not later than October 15.
Removing my things seemed the same as trying
to surgically remove my physical, emotional, and
spiritual attachment to her. As I saw it, there were
only TWO SOLUTIONS! Claudia would either
recognize some spark of concern or memory of love
for me, or I would make it easy for us both. I
know that as long as I was alive, I would always be
a bother and irritant to her. She could more easily
get over a death than a life of having me always in
her shadow.
I wrote letters to our children who are all adults.
My whole SPIKE program and Almost Heaven had
been designed to be self-contained without my
leadership. I prayed long, hard and loud for God to
please help me understand. I prayed that He would
understand. I would rather watch over Claudia as a
spirit than be tortured as a man with her rejection.
He had always heard my prayers, but this time it
was as if I were alone. I concluded that without
Claudia, my life held no joy.
I checked that my .45 Auto was loaded with
hydroshock ammunition. I drove down the hill
to where Claudia had parked our motorhome.
She wasn’t there. I saw Claudia’s jeep and
parked to wait for her. Before long Claudia and
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Vida, our friend, approached. I presented myself
as planned, and as if in a dream, said: “Shug,
here is the man you married, won’t you love me
just a little?” The body was that of my beloved,
but it wasn’t her behind the eyes nor in the
voice. I felt more than alone. All that remained
was the Second Solution. It was about 4:30 in the
afternoon, I drove my truck across the Orofino
bridge, turned left and then right up the steep
gravel road leading to Nez Perce. I headed a
short distance down the hill. Without turning off
the engine, I checked the chamber, it was loaded,
opened the door and stepped out of the cab.
Strange that I placed the muzzle against the
bottom of my decorations instead of my head. I
really wasn’t thinking. I can only imagine that
it was the pain in my heart I wanted to
extinguish. I saw clearly the barrel pressed
firmly on my chest. I saw clearly my finger on
the trigger. It was so easy to complete the
action. I heard the discharge, saw clearly a large
hole in the line of ribbons, felt myself groan and
fall in a long black hole.
The next thing I was aware of was crying. It
was Vida. I thought what a shame it was that
she was sad. I felt my body being jostled.
People were rushing around, a breathing mask
was shoved over my nose and mouth, blood
pressure readings that seemed much too high,
then low were called out. I felt an explosion of
pain in my chest as the doctor cut a tube
entrance to my lung. Needles pricked my feet,
arms, and hands. It wasn’t until 0100-hours, that
my eyes opened and I could see—disappointed to
still be breathing. The last recollection before
slipping deeper into the abyss was hearing an
agitated voice demanding my Social Security
number.
The next morning brought a barrage of Xrays, pills, more morphine, 0 2 exercises, social
workers, blood tests, and you. Somehow you had
found out that something bad had happened.
You began phoning, sending cards, and flowers,
the flow never ceased. As usual, the news
reporters got the story all wrong. AP wire had
me shot in the head, while another source
reported me dead.
Confused that I had carefully shot myself
pointblank in the left chest with .45 caliber
hydroshock ammunition and was still alive, the
doctor explained that at least two things
contributed to my survival. Being large of
frame, bringing the pistol in line with my left
side left the barrel at a slight outside angle as I
squeezed the trigger. Second, the projectile went
through the medals, into my chest cavity, glanced
off my ribs and exited out the side. There’s an
ugly tunnel with two large holes, but otherwise
I’m as sound as ever.
My sons, Micheil and Jim, daughters, Melody
and Vicci, brother Mike, mom—Samantha,
friends Sheldon, Brad, his wife, and baby, joined
me for dinner the day the doctor released me.
Micheil offered the following toast: “Surely, the
most common comment heard at funerals is; “If
I only had a chance to see him one more time, or
talk just once more, or hold him for a moment,
just a final kiss...”. If we were gathered today at
Dad’s funeral we all would have been saying and
wishing for these things. God has answered our
prayer, and we now have that chance.
The chance to tell our feelings, live our
promises, and stand for truth, not only with Dad,
but everyone else who is dear to us. Life is
fragile and we may not always have a second

chance, let us live the love we too often hide in
our heart.” Mike is right. Please learn from my
lessons—love those NOW and in the way you
would if you had a second chance. I love you;
I know that together we can, through our Savior
Jesus Christ, return Home as God’s Eternal
Family.
My challenge now is to discover a Third
Solution. I want nothing more than to grow old
with my bride providing her with the loving
husband she deserves, but I must consider the
fact that Claudia may never come back. Solution
Two is no solution. I thought in a state of
exhausted confusion that it would be easier for
my family to bury me at Arlington and go on
with their lives. No doubt Solution Three will
provide me with sufficient vision to see a future
in my life without Claudia, but I’m having
difficulty seeing anything but her at the moment.
God Bless America!—Bo [End quoting]
Bo certainly needs our prayers, as well as his
family and friends. I suggest that your prayers
be that God’s Will be done in all of their lives!
It’s hard to tell what Bo has left to do in this
world. From what Hatonn has said in the past,
nothing that happens with him in the future
would surprise me.
SEEDS

OF

DESTRUCTION

Excerpted from the INTERNET, <paradiscuss@tje.net>, 10/29/98: [quoting]
The nation’s food safety authority—the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)—does not
require genetically-engineered food crops to be
labeled as such, so none of us can know whether
the food we are eating is genetically engineered
or not. Chances are pretty good that if you eat
french fries at McDonald’s, or if you eat FritoLay potato chips, you’ve eaten a geneticallyengineered potato patented by Monsanto, the St.
Louis chemical giant. The TIMES story focuses
on Monsanto’s New Leaf Superior potato, a thinskinned white spud found fresh in your
supermarket.
Monsanto’s New Leaf Superior potato is,
itself, legally registered as a pesticide with U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) because
it has been genetically engineered to poison any
Colorado potato beetle that might eat even a tiny
portion of it. Every cell of Monsanto’s New
Leaf Superior contains a gene snipped from a
bacteria called BACILLUS THURIENGENSIS,
or Bt for short, which produces a protein that is
highly toxic to Colorado potato beetles. The Bt
gene is present in every cell of a Monsanto New
Leaf Superior, which is why the potato itself is
registered as a pesticide.
U.S. EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)
has responsibility for licensing new pesticides.
EPA pesticide officials believe that the New Leaf
Superior potato is reasonably safe for humans.
As a test, EPA fed pure Bt to mice without
harming them. Because humans have eaten oldstyle New Leaf potatoes for a long time, and
because mice are not visibly harmed by eating
pure Bt, potatoes containing Bt genes must be
safe for humans, EPA reasoned. The TIMES
reported, “Some geneticists believe this
reasoning is flawed” because inserting foreign
genes into plants may cause subtle changes that
are difficult to recognize. Only time will tell.
The label on a bag of Monsanto’s pesticidal
potatoes in the supermarket lists all of the
nutrients and micronutrients in the potato, but
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fails to mention that the potatoes have been
genetically-engineered or that they are legally a
pesticide.
Food labeling is ordinarily the responsibility
of FDA.
An FDA official told the NEW YORK TIMES
that FDA does not regulate Monsanto’s potato
because FDA does not have the authority to
regulate pesticides. That is EPA’s job.
EPA-approved pesticides normally carry an
EPA-approved warning label. For example, a
bottle of Bt bears a label that warns people to
avoid inhaling Bt and to avoid getting Bt in an
open wound.
However, in the case of
Monsanto’s pesticidal potato, EPA says FDA has
responsibility for requiring a label because the
potato is a food. However, FDA told the TIMES
that it only requires genetically-engineered foods
to be labeled if they contain allergens or have
been “materially changed” and FDA has
determined that Monsanto did not “materially
change” the New Leaf potato by turning it into a
pesticide. Therefore no FDA label is required.
Furthermore, the law that empowers the FDA (the
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act) forbids FDA from
including any information about pesticides on food
labels. Pesticide labels are EPA’s responsibility,
says FDA, and we come full circle.
Some genetically-engineered food crops are
NOT registered as pesticides, and FDA DOES
have the authority to regulate those.
H o w e v e r , a c c o r d i n g t o t h e T I M E S, F D A
maintains a list of foods that need no regulation
because they are “generally recognized as safe”
(or “GRAS”). Since 1992 FDA has allowed
companies like Monsanto to decide for
themselves whether their new geneticallyengineered foods should be added to the GRAS
list and thus escape regulation. In other words,
FDA regulation of genetically-engineered foods
is voluntary, not mandatory.
A Monsanto official told the NEW YORK
TIMES that the corporation should not have to
take responsibility for the safety of its food
products. “Monsanto should not have to
vouchsafe the safety of biotech food,” said Phil
Angell, Monsanto’s director of corporate
communications. “Our interest is in selling as
much of it as possible. Assuring its safety is the
FDA’s job,” Angell said.
In sum, biotech is an industry in the grip of
a frontier mentality. Anything goes. Government
is a willing and servile participant. If it turns
out worse than the chemical debacles of the last
50 years, will anyone be surprised?
Monsanto’s New Leaf Superior potatoes will
have major effects on U.S. agriculture, regardless
of their human health consequences (if any).
Organic farmers—those who try to avoid
synthetic chemical pesticides and fertilizers to
the extent possible —apply powdered Bt
sparingly to their crops from time to time, a
natural pesticide of last resort. In this powdered
form, Bt is neither present in high concentrations
nor for very long because it degrades in sunlight.
Therefore, insects have not developed
“resistance” to Bt.
But now that Bt is continuously present in
whole fields of Monsanto potatoes, the insects in
those field will be continuously exposed to Bt.
Therefore it is only a matter of time before they
develop “resistance” and become immune to Bt’s
toxic effects. [End quoting]
Hopefully the elite’s time will run out before
they can cause too much more genetic damage.
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THOUGHTS
From the INTERNET, <http://caus.org/
feedback.htm>, 11/1/98: [quoting]
We have taller buildings, but shorter tempers;
wider freeways, but narrower viewpoints; we
spend more, but have less; we buy more, but
enjoy it less.
We have bigger houses and smaller families;
more conveniences, but less time; we have more
degrees, but less sense; more knowledge, but less
judgment; more experts, but more problems;
more medicine, but less wellness.
We spend too recklessly, laugh too little,
drive too fast, get too angry too quickly, stay up
too late, get up too tired, read too seldom, watch
TV too much, and pray too seldom. We have
multiplied our possessions, but reduced our
values.
We talk too much, love too seldom and lie
too often. We’ve learned how to make a living,
but not a life; we’ve added years to life, not life
to years.
We’ve been all the way to the Moon and
back, but have trouble crossing the street to meet
the new neighbor.
We’ve conquered outer space, but not inner
space; we’ve done larger things, but not better
things; we’ve cleaned up the air, but polluted the
soul; we’ve split the atom, but not our prejudice;
we write more, but learn less; plan more, but
accomplish less.
We’ve learned to rush, but not to wait; we
have higher incomes; but lower morals; more
food but less appeasement; more acquaintances,
but fewer friends; more effort but less success.
We build more computers to hold more
information, to produce more copies than ever,
but have less communication; we’ve become long
on quantity, but short on quality.
These are the times of fast foods and slow
digestion; tall men, and short character; steep
profits, and shallow relationships.
These are the times of world peace, but
domestic warfare; more leisure and less fun;
more kinds of food, but less nutrition.
These are days of two incomes, but more
divorce; of fancier houses, but broken homes.
These are days of quick trips, disposable diapers,
throwaway morality, one-night stands,
overweight bodies, and pills that do everything
from cheer, to quiet, to kill. It is a time when
there is much in the show window, and nothing
in the stockroom. [End quoting]
Does any of this “ring a bell” for us—
personally?
WHAT

IS

A

CULTIST?

Pay Close Attention!
From NCBA REPORTS (The National
Commodity And Barter Association Monthly
Report), Oct. 1998: [quoting]
“A cultist is one who has a strong belief in
the Bible and the Second Coming of Christ; who
frequently attends Bible studies, who has a high
level of financial giving to a Christian cause;
who home-schools for their children, who has
accumulated survival foods and has a strong
belief in the Second Amendment; and who
distrusts big government.
“Any of these may qualify a person as a
cultist but certainly more than one of these
would cause us to look at this person as a threat,
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and his family as being in a risk situation that
qualified for government interference.”
—Janet Reno, United States Attorney
General, in 60 Minutes’ interview, June 26, 1994
[End quoting]
Straight from the “horse’s mouth” but in this
case the mass murderer’s mouth. Remember
Waco and Ruby Ridge?
$1.03 BILLION TO SETTLE
NASDAQ PRICE-FIX SUIT
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
11/10/98: [quoting]
A federal judge Monday approved a record
$1.03 billion settlement of a class-action lawsuit
by investors who accused 37 brokerages of
overcharging them for Nasdaq-listed stocks in a
price-rigging conspiracy that resulted in a
government crackdown.
“There can be no doubt that this class action
would be enormously expensive to continue,
extraordinarily complex to try and ultimately
uncertain of result,” U.S. District Judge Robert
W. Sweet wrote, estimating the trial alone could
last more than a year.
He described in his 66-page ruling how an
article written by two professors had led to more
than two dozen investor lawsuits and a federal
investigation that ultimately changed the
computerized market.
The article, “Why do Nasdaq Market Makers
Avoid Odd Eighth Quotes”, by professors
William G. Christie and Paul H. Schultz, was
published in The Journal of Finance.
The price-fixing allegations caught the
interest of the federal government, leading to an
April 22, 1996 consent decree that forced
permanent changes in the operation of the
Nasdaq, the nation’s second-largest stock market.
The companies making payouts in the deal
approved Monday include the biggest names in
the securities world—Merrill Lynch & Co.,
Goldman Sachs & Co., and Salomon Smith
Barney Inc. The firms denied any wrongdoing.
[End quoting]
Yeah, sweet and innocent—like a pack of
very hungry and angry alligators!! Thank
goodness someones had the guts to nail them—
they’ve been robbing their customers since they
started in the business, but what else is new?!
PULLOUT MAY WAIT,
ISRAEL OFFICIAL SAYS
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
11/10/98: [quoting]
Israel likely will miss the new Mideast peace
accord’s Monday date for beginning a phased
withdrawal of its soldiers from 13 percent of the
West Bank, a key adviser to the prime minister
said Monday.
The peace accord was to have taken effect
Nov. 2 and be implemented over 12 weeks. It
has been held up by Israel, which seeks to clarify
the Palestinians’ obligations. After a suicidebombing in Jerusalem on Friday, Israel’s
Cabinet suspended debate on the deal until the
Palestinians do more to fight Islamic militants.
[End quoting]
We didn’t really think that signing the peace
agreement meant we were going to have peace—did
we? Certainly we’ve learned by now that the
“elite” only sign peace agreements to gain some
benefit from their adversaries, certainly not for
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peace because there is no desire for peace in them. David, chief of the government’s Housing and
Urban Development Coordinating Council. [End
quoting]
SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS
Hopefully,
someone
starts
taking
SCHOOL VOUCHER PROGRAM
responsibility—all over this globe—for the
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, downtrodden millions of suffering people which
the greedy “elite” had a major part in
11/10/98: [quoting]
The Supreme Court on Monday side-stepped deliberately creating.
for now a national debate over whether taxpayerf i n a n c e d v o u c h e r s m a y b e u s e d t o e d u c a t e 3 FREEMEN SENTENCED—ONE
children in parochial schools. The justices, in
CLAIMS NO JURISDICTION
their decision, let stand a state court ruling
upholding the constitutionality of such a program
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 11/8/98:
in Milwaukee.
[quoting]
The decision set no precedent, but its effect
BILLINGS, Mont.—Three members of the
was to let the Milwaukee program continue a n t i - g o v e r n m e n t M o n t a n a F r e e m e n w e r e
u n h i n d e r e d , a f a c t t h a t a d v o c a t e s o f s c h o o l sentenced by a federal judge Friday after one of
choice and vouchers were quick to hail, saying it them said the court had no jurisdiction over him.
will encourage other cities and states to adopt Russell Dean Landers was sentenced to 11 years,
similar programs.
three months for conspiracy, bank fraud,
T h e c o u r t ’ s d e c i s i o n t o a v o i d g e t t i n g threatening a federal judge and being a fugitive
involved means that there is still no national in possession of a firearm. He got the stiffest of
constitutional standard to judge such efforts, the sentences imposed Friday for involvement
leaving the issue to be fought out at the state with illegal operations of the Freemen. Also
level where several legislatures are grappling sentenced were Emmett Clark and Dana Dudley.
with similar proposals. [End quoting]
[End quoting]
Some more results of the “elite’s” kangaroo
courts, especially toward this group.
FBI AGENTS QUESTION
CLINTON IN CONNECTION
WITH 1996 ADS
HENRY KISSINGER CAUGHT
COMMITTING NEW TREASON
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
AGAINST U.S.
11/10/98: [quoting]
In legal woes on a new front, President
From UNKNOWN, 1998: [quoting]
Clinton was questioned by FBI agents and Justice
In a lengthy article published in Newsweek,
Department lawyers Monday in an investigation the Los Angeles Times, and the London Daily
o f w h e t h e r h e b e n e f i t e d i l l e g a l l y f r o m Telegraph, Henry Kissinger has called for the
Democratic Party advertisements during the 1996 formation of a special “inner group” within the
campaign.
U.S. government to conduct foreign policy, while
The questioning came in a 90-day inquiry President Bill Clinton faces his “impeachment
begun in September to determine whether an crisis”.
independent counsel should be appointed to
Kissinger’s “proposal” is nothing short of a
conduct a full investigation.
full-scale effort to consolidate a cold coup d’etat
Attorney General Janet Reno has until Dec. 7 against President Clinton, against the Office of
[Editor’s note: See Ray Bilger’s article on p.9 t h e P r e s i d e n c y , a n d a g a i n s t t h e A m e r i c a n
and then look again at Reno’s Dec.7 deadline!?!] electorate, which twice voted Clinton into office,
to decide whether to ask a special three-judge a n d i s o v e r w h e l m i n g l y o p p o s e d t o t h e
panel to name a special prosecutor.
impeachment charade being run by treasonous
Clinton, through his attorneys, has denied any Congressional Republicans, on behalf of the very
wrongdoing.
foreign power that has owned Kissinger
If Reno proceeds, Clinton would be the first throughout his political incarnation.
president to be investigated by two independent
Since May 10, 1982, when the Fat One
counsels.
delivered a public confession in front of the
The ongoing investigation by Independent R o y a l I n s t i t u t e f o r I n t e r n a t i o n a l A f f a i r s a t
Counsel Kenneth Starr into Clinton’s relationship London’s Chatham House, he has been known as
with Monica Lewinsky already has triggered a British agent. In that lecture, which amounted
allegations of presidential misconduct and an to a vicious assault against the policy legacy of
i m p e a c h m e n t i n q u i r y b y t h e H o u s e . [ E n d President Franklin Roosevelt and an unabashed
quoting]
embrace of Britain’s Winston Churchill, Dr.
It looks as though certain ones are going to Kissinger boasted that he never made a major
keep Clinton’s feet in the fire. It’s going to be policy decision, as Secretary of State or National
interesting to see how this all plays out.
Security Adviser, without first clearing it with
the British Foreign Office. [End quoting]
Don’t you think it’s about time we enforced
PHILIPPINES PLANS TO MOVE
our treason laws in this country? We still have
850,000 POOR FAMILIES
Pollard in prison and Kissinger is a far worse
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 11/9/98: traitor than Pollard.
[quoting]
MANILA, Philippines—The Philippines plans
THE WIZARD OF OZ
to relocate about 850,000 families from
shantytowns into government housing projects
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/9/98: [quoting]
within six years, an official said Sunday. Within
This year marks the 17th annual Wizard of
two years, President Joseph Estrada wants to Oz festival. A teacher in Pebble Beach, Calif,
move 450,000 families, mostly people living has studied the tale and concluded that the story
along Manila’s drainage canals, said Karina is rife with populist allegory. In the teacher’s

interpretation of the original book, the yellow
brick road and Dorothy’s silver slippers (later
changed to ruby in the movie) represent the gold
standard and silver coinage. The title Oz is an
abbreviation for ounce. And the Wizard
symbolizes presidents and bankers who are
merely men ruling through deception, mystery,
bombast and fear. [End quoting]
Very interesting interpretation.
FASCIST

SERVICE

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/9/98: [quoting]
A mother in Salt Lake City, Utah, who
slapped her 14-year-old daughter’s face for lying
about being sexually active, is now on a state
database for child abusers and child molesters.
Even though she has not been charged with a
crime, she has been placed on the list because,
according to social services, “her case was
substantiated”. The “proof” consisted entirely of
her admission to a doctor when she took her
daughter for a checkup that she had slapped her
daughter in an argument. The list is primarily
used to screen applicants for jobs in health-care
and child-care industries. [End quoting]
Do we still think we have freedom in this
country? How many examples do we have to
have before we stop this Gestapo gang?
BUSH

AND

“TRUST”

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/9/98: [quoting]
“Every time Bush talks about trust, it makes
chills run up and down my spine. The very idea
that the word ‘trust’ could come out of Mr.
Bush’s mouth after what he’s done to this
country and the way he’s trampled on the truth is
a travesty of the American political system.” —
Bill Clinton in a 1992 campaign speech. [End
quoting]
It takes one to know one—doesn’t it?? What
a prime example of “the pot calling the kettle
black”!
MAKING

HEADWAY

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/9/98: [quoting]
According to a National Law Journal poll, by
a margin of 75 percent, Americans eligible to
serve on a jury said they would act on their own
beliefs of right or wrong regardless of what a
judge might instruct them. [End quoting]
Well, I don’t believe this poll because I don’t
think there are that many people with the guts to
buck the judges. If there were, our country
wouldn’t be in the mess it is.
ANOTHER

“HATE”

MEETING

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/9/98: [quoting]
Los Angeles politicians acted decisively to
shut down the Claremont Institute and National
Association for Research and Therapy of
Homosexuality when they planned a conference
to deal with the curing of the mental illness of
homosexuality. “Hundreds” of telephone calls
were received by the Beverly Hilton, which
immediately canceled the event in spite of
accepting a $5,000 advance payment. All 15
members of the Los Angeles City Council signed
a denunciation of the event. “We believe that
homosexuality is a developmental disorder and
have evidence,” commented the executive
director of the group. “We have a right to our
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views.” L.A. politicians and the Beverly Hilton
think otherwise. [End quoting]
Yeah—and most educated people know that
the “Holocaust” didn’t happen as the same above
“elite” have been lying to us about, but they can
hold all of the deceitful meetings they want.

Jon marched into the kitchen, his face grim
and determined. Here we go, I thought. I
looked down at the green beans. “Hi, supper’s
almost ready.” The words weren’t hostile, but
my tone wasn’t exactly “mother-of-the-year”.
“I’m not hungry,” Jon said. I’m going to a
party. And don’t hassle me, okay?” Thoughts of
one of those parties with beer, fast girls and
who-knows-what-else, made my mouth go dry. I
kept my voice steady, though. “I’d hoped you
would stay home tonight.” “I said I’m going
out.” “Look, I cooked a roast,” I announced,
lifting the lid. Jon bellowed, “Mom, I’m going!”
I slammed the top back on the pot nearly
knocking it off the stove, and glared at him.
“No! No! No!” I screamed. “You are not!”
“How are you going to stop me?” he taunted.
I glanced around. It looked like a kitchen. It
smelled like a kitchen. But it had become an
ugly battleground—again. I beat Jon to the door
and blocked it, facing him with my arms folded
across my chest. I planted my feet firmly,
wishing I weren’t wearing my apron.
Jon looked stunned for a second, all six feet,
two inches of him. He was nearly two hundred
pounds, an athlete in top physical shape. He
gently slipped his hands under my elbows and
picked me up, moving me out of the doorway.
Then he set me down again.
I fought the panic welling up inside me. I
would have to lie awake alone in the dark, still
house, waiting, wondering, listening. I wasn’t
sure I could do it tonight. Jon stood in the
doorway, hesitating. His huge frame filled it
entirely. He was even taller than his father.
Then Jon was gone.
I didn’t run ahead of him and grab the keys
from his beloved green truck as I’d done once
before when he headed out for a party. That
time I’d gotten them and thrown them into a
field behind our house.
Jon settled into the driver’s seat. I’m not
going to become a begging, sniffling wimp of a
mother again! Help me, Lord. You promised to
be a companion to widows. Be mine now. Jon
raced the motor victoriously. He wore that
cocky, nobody-can-stop-me-now expression I
hated.
A scripture popped into my mind: “Are there
not ministering angels?” A surge of excitement
ran through me. “Jon,” I called out, smiling as
darkness closed in and the streetlights blinked
on.
Still in the driveway, he hit the brakes and
leaned out the window. “Yeah?” He was sure
he’d won.
“I just wanted to say ’bye, Son. And one
more thing: I’m putting angels in the back of
your truck.” I turned quickly to go inside, rather
than wringing my hands on the front porch and
crying into my apron as usual. As I stepped
through the door, I heard the squeal of his brakes
again. What a beautiful sound!
“Mom! Mom!”
I turned slowly, casually. The ball was in
my court now. “Yes, Jon?”
“Can you ... do that?”
“Yes, of course. Hebrews one-fourteen.
Bye.”
Inside I observed Jon from behind a curtain.
He sat in the driveway, then ever so slowly he
backed the truck toward the street. Twice he
stopped, turned around and looked long and hard
into the bed of the truck.
I rejoiced and did a little dance. The kitchen

BOGUS

“HATE”

CRIME

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/9/98: [quoting]
In early October, several swastikas, a “Heil
Hitler” slogan and derogatory words about
Blacks were found spray painted on the walls of
Fulton Elementary School in San Diego, Calif.
Police, after pursuing leads provided by residents
of the area, arrested four Black youths aged 11 to
16 for the crime. [End quoting]
Probably some more paid youth terrorists—
paid by the “elite” to do their own people in.
Similar to the Nazi youth gangs.
REPRESENTATION?
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/9/98: [quoting]
The Center for Immigration Studies released
a report indicating six states have lost seats in
the House of Representatives in 1990 due to
immigration. This, while states overwhelmed by
immigration like California, New York, Florida
and Texas gained seats. The purpose of the
study was to promote an anti-growth agenda and
to show how people in certain states not affected
by immigration are losing their representation in
government. [End quoting]
All planned by the “elite” to control with
divide-and-conquer.
TRUCKLOAD

OF

ANGELS

From ANGELS ON EARTH, Sep/Oct 1998,
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
10512: [quoting]
Back in 1985, I’d been a widow for two years
and it seemed my 17-year-old twins, Jon and
Jeremy, and I fought daily. Many nights when
I’d cooked a good supper they wouldn’t bother to
show up or even call. On weekends they didn’t
come home until way past their midnight curfew.
No matter how late it was, I managed to stay up
to interrogate them. Had they been drinking?
Sometimes I smelled beer beneath the wads of
gum they chewed. And what kinds of girls were
calling at two or three in the morning, refusing to
give their names if I answered the phone? When
the twins missed meals, I’d sit at the old oak
kitchen table alone without an appetite, wondering
what trouble they might be getting into.
Tonight I’d prepared their favorite foods:
roast beef with potatoes, carrots and fresh green
beans, rolls and gingerbread. I stood at the
stove, stirring the gravy. Not one lump! I
congratulated myself, and set down the wooden
spoon when the phone rang.
“Hi, Mom,” Jeremy said. “Brian’s mom
invited me to stay for dinner.” (Brian lived
down the street.) “They’re grilling burgers—the
way we ...”
The way we used to do when we were a real
family, I filled in silently. “Okay, Jeremy. I’m
glad you called.” As I hung up, I heard Jon’s
truck thunder into the driveway. Maybe he’ll
walk in smiling. Maybe we’ll even get along,
like family. I decided to do my part and be
calm, cheerful, interested in whatever he talked
about.
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overflowed with the aroma of roast beef and
gingerbread and an unmistakable sense of the glory
of God. In about 15 minutes the phone rang.
“Mom, it’s Jon.”
For once I didn’t bombard him with
questions. “Hi, Jon.” I held the phone calmly
and waited to see what he had to say.
“I had a flat and wound up in a ditch. I’m
okay, though. I’m at a pay phone. Some man
appeared from nowhere and together we got my
truck back on the road. Listen, after we change
the tire, can I ... ? I mean ... I don’t think I’m
going to the party, after all.”
“I made a delicious gravy.”
“I’m coming home.”
“I’ll wait.”
After all these years I still recall vividly that
moment as one of my sweetest memories of
motherhood. I was putting ice in the glasses
when I heard the roar of Jon’s truck. I didn’t
run out to meet him, except in my heart. I wiped
my eyes quickly on my apron and said aloud,
“Oh, thank you, Lord.”
Jon came bounding in looking remarkably
like his father. “Supper sure smells good,” he
said. “But first, I wonder if ... well, that is, I’m
probably the only boy in the state of Georgia
with a truck full of angels. Could you ... get ’em
out?”
I flashed a confident smile. “Of course.” I
marched to the front door with Jon close behind
and stepped onto the porch in the twilight.
“Thanks so much, fellows,” I said, as though I
dismissed angels routinely. “You all can leave
now. But don’t go too far.”
Jon and I sat down at the table with a feast
before us. Jon talked, going on about his truck’s
engine. I had no idea what a fuel pump was, but
I leaned forward, listening intently, feeling a bit
like mother of the year. We had the best
conversation in heaven knows how long. “I have
to tell you, Mom,” Jon said over the gingerbread,
“you’re pretty good company—for a mom, I
mean.”
A mom with a company of angels in her
camp. —by Marion Bond, West Watkinsville,
Georgia [End quoting]
It’s fascinating how many ways angels
accomplish their jobs—especially when we ask
with sincere (heart) intent.
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Real Experts Warn
Dont Bomb Iraq
[Continued from Front Page]

11/12/98

CALVIN BURGIN

is not only grossly unjust, but also exceedingly
hypocritical and duplicitous. We further believe
that though the U.S. may be able to pursue its
imperial policies without substantial opposition in
the short term, the policies being pursued today,
especially the new and massive military assault
being prepared against Iraq, are likely to have
tremendously negative historical ramifications.
As Middle East experts and scholars—many
with close and personal ties to this long troubled
and misunderstood region—we feel a political, a
moral, and a historical responsibility to speak up in
clear opposition at this critical time.

FOR CRUCIAL INFORMATION ABOUT U.S.
POLICIES
AND
IRAQ:
<http
//
www.MiddleEast.Org/irag.ht>.
COPIES FORMATTED AND READY FOR
PRINTING OF THE STATEMENT OF EXPERTS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF
FORMATS:
<http://www.MiddleEast.Org/
iraghtm.htm>.
WINDOWS WORD VERSION (2 pages) for
duplication on both sides of one 8x11 paper. Please
download, duplicate, and distribute: <http://
www.MiddleEast.org/irag.doc>.
ORIGINS OF TODAY’S
This Statement from the Committee On The
IMBROGLIO
Middle East was originally published on 2 February
this year. We need your urgent help to publish and
Throughout this century Western countries,
distribute it more widely immediately. You can eprimarily
the United States and Great Britain, have
mail to <COME@MiddleEast.Org> or call to 202continually
interfered in and manipulated events in
362-5266.
the Middle East. The origins of the Iraq/Kuwait
conflict can be found in the unilateral British
decision during the early years of this century to
essentially cut off a piece of Iraq to suit British
Empire desires of that now faded era.
Rather than agreeing to Arab self-determination
A Public Statement from the COMMITTEE ON at the end of World War I and the collapse of the
Ottoman Empire, Western nations conspired to
THE MIDDLE EAST
For more information see: <http:// divide the Arab world into a number of artificial
and barely viable entities; to install Arab “client
www.MiddleEast.org/come.htm>.
The following is a statement from the regimes” throughout the region, to make these
Committee On the Middle East (COME) concerning regimes dependent on Western economic and
the renewed American threats to bomb and military power for survival; and then to impose an
“obliterate” Iraq. We urge you to distribute it ongoing series of economic, cultural, and political
where you are, and to help us reach the media. The arrangements seriously detrimental to the people of
International Advisory Committee of COME, the area. This is the historical legacy that we live
including Middle East experts and professors with today.
Throughout the 1930s and the 1940s the West
throughout the world, is listed at the end.
If you are a professional involved with Middle further manipulated the affairs of the Middle East in
East issues we urge you to join and support COME order to control the resources of the region and then
to create a Jewish homeland in an area long
now.
If you would like to see this Statement have considered central to Arab nationalism and Muslim
much greater impact then we can manage on our concerns. Playing off one regime against the other
own, please contact us immediately. It takes funds and one geopolitical interest against another became
and continual efforts to have impact. To reach a major preoccupation for Western politicians and
COME: Phone: 202-362-5266; Fax: 202-362-6965; their closely associated business interests.
e-mail: <come@usa.net>.
FOLLOWING WORLD WAR II
***
After World War II, and from these policy
While the United States clearly has the military origins, the United States became the main Western
power to further devastate and prostrate Iraq, we power in the region, supplanting the key roles
strongly believe that the course the U.S. has chosen formerly played by Britain and France. In the
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1960s Gamel Abdel Nasser was the target of
Western condemnation for his attempt to reintegrate
the Arab world and to pursue independent “nonaligned” policies. By the 1970s the CIA had
established close working relationships with key
Arab client regimes from Morocco and Jordan to
Saudi Arabia and Iran—regimes that even then were
among the most repressive and undemocratic in the
world—in order to further American domination
and to secure an ever-growing supply of
inexpensive oil and the resultant flow of
petrodollars.
By the late 1970s the counter-reaction of the
Iranian revolution was met with a Western build-up
of the very same Iraqi regime that is so condemned
today in a vain attempt to use Iraq to crush the new
Iranian regime. The result was millions of deaths
coming on top of the terrible devastation of
Lebanon, itself a country that had been severed
from Greater Syria by Western intrigues, as had
been the area of southern Syria, then known as
Palestine. Additionally the Israelis were given the
green light to invade Lebanon, further devastate the
Palestinians, and install a puppet Lebanese
government—an attempt which failed leading to an
American and Israeli retreat but ongoing militarism
to this day. Meanwhile, throughout all these years
Western manipulation of oil supplies and pricing,
coupled with arms sales policies, often seriously
exacerbated tensions between countries in the region
leading to the events of this decade.
THE

GULF

CONFLICT

It was precisely such American manipulations
and intrigues that led to the Gulf War in 1990.
Indeed, we would be remiss if we did not note that
there is already much historical evidence that the
U.S. actually maneuvered Iraq into the invasion of
Kuwait, repeatedly suggesting to Iraq that it would
become the pivotal military state of the area in
coordination with the U.S. Whether true or not the
U.S. subsequently did everything in its power to
prevent a peaceful resolution of the conflict and for
the first time intervened with massive and
overwhelming military force in the region creating
today’s dangerously unstable quagmire.
The initially-stated American goal was only to
protect Saudi Arabia. Then after the unprecedented
military build-up the goal became to expel Iraq
from Kuwait. Then the goal evolved to toppling the
Iraqi government. And from there the Americans
began to impose various limits on Iraqi sovereignty;
took over much of Iraq air space; sent the CIA to
repeatedly attempt to topple the Iraqi government;
and placed a near-total embargo on Iraq that
many—including a former Attorney General of the
United States—have termed near-genocidal. The
overall result has been the subjugation and
impoverishment of Iraq and the actual death of
approximately 5% of the Iraqis as the direct result
of American sanctions, plus the reallocation of oil
quotas and petrodollars to American client-states.
With the Clinton Administration, the U.S. began
to insist on the “dual containment” of both Iraq and
Iran—both countries which just a few years ago the
U.S. was working very closely with and
providing considerable arms to.
With few in the press able to remember from
one year to the next, or to connect one historic
event with another, somehow Washington has
come to insist on Iraqi disarmament and Iranian
strangulation. Furthermore, these policies are
being pursued even while Israel and key Arab
client states are receiving American weapons in
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ever larger amounts, with Israel’s weapons of
mass destruction making her forces 7 to 8 times
stronger than all Arab armies combined.
Furthermore still, the U.S. and Israeli
strategic alliance has never been closer, the U.S.
has repeatedly helped Israel defy the will of the
international community and the United Nations,
and the U.S. continues to champion a
disingenuous Israeli “peace process” which in
reality on the ground continues to dispossess the
Palestinians and to corral them onto reservations
in their own country!

Professor Ali Fatemi - American University
(Paris); Michai Freeman - Berkeley; Professor
S.M. Ghazanfar - University of Idaho (Chair,
Economics Dept); Professor Kathryn Green California State University (San Bernadino);
Nader Hashemi - Ottawa, Canada; Professor M.
Hassouna - Georgia; Professor Clement Henry University of Texas (Austin); Professor Herbert
Hill - University of Wisconsin (Madison);
Professor Asaf Hussein - U.K.; Yudit Ilany Jerusalem; Professor George Irani - Lebanese
American University (Beirut); Tahir Jaffer Nairobi, Kenya; David Jones - Editor, New Dawn
Magazine, Australia; Professor Elie Katz Sonoma State University, CA; Professor George
Kent - University of Hawaii; Professor Ted
Keller - San Francisco State University,
Emeritus; JOHN F. KENNEDY - ATTORNEY
AT LAW, WASHINGTON; Samaneh Khader Graduate Student in Theology, University of
Helsinki; Professor Ebrahim Khoda - University
of Western Australia; Guida Leicesterf - San
Francisco; Jeremy Levin - Former CNN Beirut
Bureau Chief (Portland); Professor Seymour
Melman - Columbia University (New York); Dr.
Avi Melzer - Frankfurt; Professor Alan Meyers Boston University; Professor Michael Mills Vista College (Berkeley, CA); Kamram Mofrad Idaho; Shahab Mushtaq - Knox College;
Professor Minerva Nasser-Eddine - University of
Adelaide (Australia); Professor Peter Pellett University of Massachussetts (Amherst);

THE

FUTURE

In a future statement we will move on to the
crucial subject of what alternative policies the
United States should be pursuing. But at this
critical moment we are compelled to come
forward and urgently condemn the policies now
being pursued by the United States and regional
ally Israel. We call for an immediate cessation of
the economic embargo against Iraq, an end to
U.S.-imposed restrictions on Iraqi sovereignty
and airspace, and most of all immediate
suspension of all plans to attack Iraq using the
overwhelming technological and military
instruments available to the U.S.
If the U.S. continues to pursue its current
policies then we conclude and predict it will not
be unreasonable for many in the world to brand
the U.S. itself as an arrogant and imperialist
state, and if that becomes the historical paradigm
it will be both understandable and justifiable if
others pursue whatever means are available to
them to oppose American domination and
militarism. Such developments could quite
possibly lead to still more decades of conflict,
warfare, and terrorism throughout the region and
beyond.
COME
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Arab Abdel-Hadi - Cairo; Professor Nahla
Abdo - Carleton University (Ottawa); Professor
Elmoiz Abunura - University of North Carolina
(Ashville); Professor Jane Adas - Rutgers
University (NJ); Oroub Alabed - World Food
Program (Amman); Professor Faris Albermani University of Queensland (Australia); Professor
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University of Helsinki; Professor Mohamed ElHodiri - University of Kansas; Professor Richard
Falk - Princeton University; Professor Ali Ahmed
Farghaly - University of Michigan (Ann Arbor);
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Professor Max Pepper, M.D. - University of
Massachusetts (Amherst); Professor Ruud Peters
- Universiteit van Amsterdam; Professor Glenn
Perry - Indiana State University; Professor Tanya
Reinhart - Tel Aviv University; Professor Shalom
Raz - Technion (Haifa); Professor Knut Rognes Stavanger College (Norway); Professor Masud
Salimian - Morgan State University (Baltimore);
Professor Mohamed Salmassi - University of
Massachusetts; Qais Saleh - Graduate Student,
International University (Japan); Ali Saidi - J.D.
candidate in international law (Berkeley, CA);
Dr. Eyad Sarraj Gaza - Occupied Palestine;
Henry Schwarzschild - New York (original cofounder - deceased); Professor Herbert Schiller University of California (San Diego); Peter
Shaw-Smith - Journalist, London; David Shomar
- New York; Dr. Manjra Shuaib - Capetown
(South Africa); Robert Silverman - Montreal;
Professor J. David Singer - University of
Michigan (Ann Arbor); Professor Majid
Tehranian - Director, Toda Institute for Global
Peace and Policy (University of Hawaii); Dr.
Marlyn Tadros - Deputy Director, Legal Research
and Resource Center for Human Rights (Cairo);
Professor John Williams - College of William
and Mary; Ismail Zayid, M.D. - Dalhousi
University (Canada).
The Committee On The Middle East—
COME: phone: 202-362-5266; fax: 202-3626965; e-mail: COME@USA.NET; web site:
<http://www.MiddleEast.Org>.
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What’s Happening On Dec. 7th?
The Story We’re Not Being Told
11/14/98

RAY BILGER

If you follow the mainstream media these
days you are not likely to hear anything at all
about the possible incredible significance of this
upcoming December the 7th. What little there
might have been noted about that date appears to
have just recently been surreptitiously removed,
in England, from our potentially finding anything
out about it, perhaps as part of an elaborate hoax
to deceive the masses. Or maybe as part of an
orchestrated “surprise” to usher in Martial Law in
conjunction with Executive Orders that have just
recently gone into effect.
Art Bell is back on the air with his late-night
radio talk-show, and if you have been listening to
him at all since Wednesday, October 28, 1998,
this information will not be so new to you. On
Friday night, October 30, Art’s guest was none
other than Richard C. Hoagland, currently one of
the more prominent people to be revealing and
exposing to the general public things that our
government and the “elite” who run this planet do
not want you and me to know anything about.
Richard’s credentials have been listed on
these pages before and include service as former
Science Advisor to N.B.C. and to Walter
Cronkite, former N.A.S.A. (National Aeronautics
and Space Administration) scientist and recipient
of the Angstrom Medal, etc.
What Richard revealed, or exposed, to the
listening audience that evening was information
regarding the recent reception of an anomalous
radio signal appearing to be coming from the
general direction of the constellation Pegasus, and
more specifically from a pair of tiny dwarf stars
called E Q Pegasi. So far this sounds a bit like
the recent movie Contact, starring Jodie Foster,
where an E.T. radio signal was received.
The first public interception of that
anomalous signal was supposedly received on
October 22, 1998 by a microwave engineer and
amateur radio astronomer in England named Paul
Dore (pronounced “door”). An MSNBC reporter
did a story wherein he stated that Mr. Dore had
announced he would be holding a press
conference at the Scientific Societies Lecture
Theatre in London, England, on November 4, and
that he would be joined by two other astronomers.
The signal Mr. Dore had supposedly detected was
in the range of 1453 MHz, and he was calling it
a “navigational signal”.
Mr. Hoagland made another appearance on
Art’s show on Monday night, November 2, to
update listeners on this unfolding story, and
within hours of that appearance Paul Dore
suddenly cancelled his press conference. Mr.
Dore put out an e-mail note outlining a story of
threats and intimidation (reminiscences of Art’s
recent hiatus?).
He claimed that three

intelligence agents, including one from the
National Security Agency (N.S.A.) of the United
States, showed up at his home and told him that
he had actually picked up a secret deep-space
intelligence satellite. These “men in black” then
coerced him into signing a document that
threatened him with prosecution if he spoke
further about what he found. It appears that the
two astronomers who were to join Mr. Dore for
the press conference were also gotten-to by the
same type of intelligence officials. The press
conference was, at this point, effectively stopped.
Richard Hoagland is the founder and chief
researcher of an organization called The
Enterprise Mission (T.E.M.), and it is well worth
checking
their
Internet
website
at
www.enterprisemission.com for continuous
updates on this unfolding story. You may also
want to check Art Bell’s www.artbell.com
website.
T.E.M.’s man in London then checked out the
Lecture Theatre, as well as the British
Interplanetary Society, the British National Space
Center, and the editor of Astronomy Now
magazine, and could find no confirmation that
such a press conference had ever even been
planned. He even spoke directly with the man
who runs the Lecture Theatre and he “knew
nothing” about it. The intrigue grows.
As of Wednesday, November 4, 1998, the
Geocities webpage that had posted the images and
e-mails from Paul Dore had suddenly been taken
down (Art Bell still has them). The main page
had been replaced with a black background with
the logo of the N.S.A. Now, this is very
interesting as misuse of the logo of a U.S.
Government agency is a serious crime punishable by
fines and imprisonment. Did the N.S.A. simply take
over the website and put their stamp on it?
Back on Thursday, October 29th, on the Isle
of Guernsey, in the United Kingdom, Mr. K. F.
Benton, another amateur radio astronomer, used
his own equipment and 4.5-meter dish antenna to
find and confirm the signal apparently originating
from the direction of E Q Pegasi.
Then, on Sunday, November 1st, a Japanese
amateur radio astronomer named Mr. Oka,
connected with a major communications firm in
Japan, and using equipment with a spectrum
analyzer, found the same signal coming from the
direction of E Q Pegasi, except that now it was
almost 2 MHz lower in frequency than the signal
originally picked-up and reported by Paul Dore.
Richard Hoagland contends this is
confirmation that there is some sort of interstellar
probe or possibly some type of traveling craft that
is decelerating in speed as it is approaching us.
In physics, this phenomenon is called the Doppler
Effect and the downshift in frequency suggests
that the object emitting the radio waves is

decelerating. This same Doppler Effect is what
makes a train whistle appear to change pitch as
the train approaches and then departs from a
stationary listener.
Curiously, U.S. Secretary of Defense, William
Cohen, was in the Far East as of October 30th,
but was suddenly called back to Washington,
D.C. over the weekend of November 1st
coincident with the announcement of further
independent amateur confirmations of the E Q
Pegasi signal. He had a hurried meeting at the
White House, and was then dispatched to London,
where he arrived just about the time Paul Dore
was cancelling his scheduled news conference.
This little trip by William Cohen takes on
special significance when viewed in the context
of the following information: Richard Hoagland
said he has intelligence sources who have told
him there is some kind of joint N.A.S.A. and
D.O.D. (Department of Defense) project, code
named Project Sampson, which is scheduled to
come to fruition on December 7th! Now, Mr.
William Cohen, would you please tell us just
exactly what is planned for December 7th?
Richard also stated on Art’s program on
Monday night, November 2nd, that during Art’s
two-week hiatus off the air to deal with his
“emergency family situation”, a source had told
Richard that one of the reasons Art was forced to
go off was to prevent him from reporting about
the December event, which neither Art nor
Richard knew anything about at the time.
To back up in time a bit to September, an
organization that is ostensibly looking for signals
from outer space is S.E.T.I., or Search for
Extraterrestrial Intelligence. The name of their
program of searching for such signals is called
Project Phoenix, not to be confused with The
Phoenix Project associated with this newspaper.
(Isn’t it interesting how much purposeful
confusion is generated?) Up until a couple of
years ago, S.E.T.I received support from
N.A.S.A., which ought to raise a large red flag in
the minds of thoughtful CONTACT readers.
A computer hacker from Australia, who goes
by the name of “The Fixer”, claims to have gotten
into a back door of S.E.T.I.’s website and found
observations from September 17th showing
anomalous signals obtained from the large radio
telescope at Arecibo, in Puerto Rico, which
originated from the direction of E Q Pegasi.
Arecibo, which also receives support from
N.A.S.A., is the 1,000-foot-diameter receiver
supposedly listening out there, at least part of the
time, for E.T.! S.E.T.I. thought they might have
picked up signals from this star, but said they
observed the same signal by pointing in a
direction away from the star, “proving that it was
terrestrial interference”. The hacker claimed that
the posting he uncovered showed that N.A.S.A.’s
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computers and S.E.T.I.’s observational machinery
were directly linked. So much for S.E.T.I.’s
claim that no such connection exists. As usual,
you can usually take the opposite of any official
pronouncement as the truth.
On Monday, November 2nd, Dr. Ray Norris
of the Australia Telescope Compact Array
(A.T.C.A.), located in New South Wales
(consisting of six huge dish-antennas, each 22
meters in diameter), found a signal apparently
originating from the general direction of E Q
Pegasi, at a frequency of 1451 MHz, but several
degrees away from E Q Pegasi. Because the
signal was at a lower frequency and not from the
exact direction of E Q Pegasi, it was dismissed by
A.T.C.A. as “satellite interference”. Now that, in
itself, is a curiously revealing statement since
“satellite interference” is a common signal source
which professionals in the field of radio astronomy
are quite capable of discerning and filtering.
Richard Hoagland points out that this is eerily
consistent with the Japanese observation of an
identical trend of frequency decrease, both
indicating a decelerating interstellar probe. In
addition, the fact that the A.T.C.A. signal was not
in the same direction as E Q Pegasi indicates it
is not coming from the star itself, but is coming
from something in the direction of the star that is
obviously moving.
Mr. Hoagland contends: “the signal has all the
characteristics that S.E.T.I. should logically be
looking for, if in fact they are ACTUALLY
interested in finding E.T.” Richard believes that
the conclusion reached by A.T.C.A. seems clearly
designed to deflect further investigation away
from whatever is out there, and is a cover-up of
the real interpretation of the data.
Mr. Hoagland has calculated that the available
data shows this object is coming toward us at
about 4,000 miles per second, and based on the
current decelerating statistics, it should arrive
here on December 7, 1998. Information too
voluminous to contain here, but including
information Richard has been receiving for
several months from inside “Pentagon sources”,
indicate to Richard that the area of arrival here on
Earth should be in the general vicinity of Phoenix,
Arizona. (There’s that word Phoenix again!)
On the night of November 2nd, after
completing his appearance on Art’s radio show,
Richard Hoagland received a telephone message
on his voice mail. It was a one-sentence
communication from what Richard believes was
an obvious intelligence source, revealing the
exact location north of Phoenix, Arizona that is
supposed to be the actual landing site that will be
utilized on December 7th.
Richard revealed this information on an
appearance on Art’s show the following evening,
November 3, with further updates, but he did not
give the specifics of the location as he “doesn’t
want a million people standing out there like [in
the movie] Independence Day, looking up”. If
this is true, the implications may be very telling.
Richard himself is now investigating the sight,
privately.
If true, this information confirms that
intelligence sources within our government
obviously know about what is planned to happen
on December 7th. And, if those sources within
the government know about this, then those who
run our government from behind the scenes know
all about it and are more than likely intimately
involved with whatever will be taking place.
They simply do not want us to know anything at

all about it.
Why? Because they may have the intention of
using this event as a surprise and an absolute tool
for bringing the masses under total control, and
they cannot do that if the masses are aware of the
secret plans to be used against them! Remember
the love affair that these “elite” crooks have with
secret symbology, especially concerning time
cycles and various satanic “power” days in the
year. Thus harken back to December 7, 1941 and
the engineered attack on Pearl Harbor which
“caused” the puppet Roosevelt to sign the U.S.
declaration of war the next day that finally got us
hooked into the banksters’ death-and-destruction
trap called World War II.
Could this be part of the long-planned fake
alien invasion? It has all the appearances of it.
Could it be Wormwood, or a comet, or an
asteroid on a collision course with Earth? Might
it actually be friendly visitors from somewhere
out there? Hold on, there’s more to the story.
On Thursday, October 29th, Professor Nathan
Cohen of Boston University denounced the alien
signal as a hoax. He contended that the signal
allegedly coming from the area of E Q Pegasi
was, “A hacker gone wild. Too many Contact
[the movie] reruns. Case closed.” Sounds like a
professor who knows how to maintain the cash
flow of his government research support grants..
Back on Tuesday, November 3rd, the B.B.C.
(British Broadcasting Company) News reported
that “Alien Hoax Dismays Scientists”. The
article quoted Dr. Paul Shuch, Executive Director
of S.E.T.I., as saying, “For the past 10 days we
have been chasing a ghost.” Again, from all
appearances, if the information about the E.T.
signal is true, then there is an elaborate cover-up
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in place. The establishment news and the
scientific community seem to be supporting a
carefully orchestrated agenda that cannot and will
not acknowledge the signal being received, while
the amateur observers, who are not controlled by
the establishment and their money, are revealing
to the public their intriguing findings.
When Jonathan Wolf of Harvard University’s
Billion-channel Extraterrestrial Assay—Project
BETA—was asked to check out signals from E Q
Pegasi, he detected only “anomalous signals”
which were dismissed as noise. Richard
Hoagland finds his comments very troubling,
since it is just these “anomalous signals” we
should be looking for! As Richard puts it: “It is
now more important than ever that more
observations be made.”
As of Monday, November 9th, Art announced
that he has been in communication with Paul
Dore, who disclaims any knowledge whatsoever
about any of this, and assumes that someone must
have used his name without his knowing it. Art
has even invited Dore onto the radio program, but
it appears he won’t show. In addition, the
Japanese amateur radio astronomer, Mr. Oka, now
also claims to know nothing about the signal
coming from E Q Pegasi.
Richard Hoagland also appeared on Art’s
show on November 9th, and said there are more
confirmations of the signal coming in from
amateur astronomers, but he did not want to
reveal their names at this time. Presumably, this
was due to the fact that they also could, at any
time, suddenly “not remember anything” about
the signals they just reported.
Richard notices a definite pattern, where the
major astronomers and astronomical facilities are
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denying this signal is real, while the amateurs are
saying it is real. This is an often repeated pattern
trying to execute damage control in science. It
was nowhere more ridiculously obvious than
during the Pons & Fleischman “Cold Fusion”
controversy about 10 years ago. The laboratories
with the most to lose (in terms of government
contract money) all pronounced Cold Fusion as a
hoax. The little labs with nothing to lose all
found evidence for a real phenomenon going on.
So where are Pons & Fleischman now? In a
beautiful, custom-built laboratory in the south of
France, paid for by Mr. Toyota of the Toyota
Motor Corporation. (Wonder why Japan is being
set to fall with the other Asian economies in the
“squeeze-play” by the International Monetary
Fund banking gangsters?)
Richard believes the whole story with Paul
Dore was an intentionally-created hoax to divert
real interest and investigation away from
whatever it is that is coming our way. And no
one seems to know who put up the Geocities
website with Paul Dore’s information, or who
removed it from the Internet. All we know is that
it was replaced with the N.S.A. logo, with no
explanation offered.
In conjunction with all of the above, there has
recently been some controversy over a series of
Executive Orders (E.O.s) issued under President
Clinton. Those familiar with E.O.s know that
they are unconstitutional directives directly from
the King-President, that they are not subject to
approval by Congress, that they have the power
to suspend normal constitutional processes, and
that they automatically become law. Executive
Orders got their start under President Franklin D.
Roosevelt on March 9, 1933 as he needed a way
to immediately stop the engineered run on the
banks and the impending collapse of the United
States Government during the Great Depression.
(Remember that the “elite” crooks create the
problem so you’ll accept an otherwise
unacceptable solution!)
While President Clinton was in Birmingham,
England on May 14, 1998 for the G-8 Summit, he
quietly signed EO-13083. This E.O. removes
restrictions that protect states from regulations
imposed by federal agencies without the approval
of Congress. It also cedes all powers not
specifically mentioned in the Constitution to the
federal government, in direct contravention of the
Constitution.
The U.S. Congress responded by asking the
President to revoke the E.O. Instead, President
Clinton suspended EO-13083 on August 5th, 1998
for 90 days. Since Congress does not appear to
have challenged the E.O., it just became law on
Friday, November 6, 1998. Coincidentally, that
was the same day a new Hollywood movie
opened, called The Siege, about life in the United
States under Martial Law!
Another Executive Order, known as the
Defense Resources E.O., places incredible powers
in the hands of F.E.M.A. (the Federal Emergency
Management Agency) in the event of a declared
national emergency. Under this E.O. the
President can seize the nation’s food supply,
water resources, stop all travel, and confiscate
private property, etc. Is there some connection
we can draw from the fact that these E.O.s are
being put in place prior to December 7th?
Regular readers of CONTACT will recall
that the May 19, 1998 issue of this newspaper,
at page 11, in an article by this reporter, listed
a number of very disturbing E.O.s in place and
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ready to go, which will provide for the
takeover of all communications, all electric
power, petroleum, gas and other fuels, the
takeover of all food resources and the nation’s
farms, the takeover of all transportation,
highways, seaports, etc., the mobilization of all
civilians into work brigades under government
supervision, the takeover of all health,
education and welfare functions, the takeover
of all airports and aircraft, the relocation of
communities into designated areas, the
takeover of all railroads, inland waterways and
public storage facilities, etc., etc., and provides
for F.E.M.A. to coordinate it all.
Let’s see now, did they forget anything? The
stage has been set and now we wait to see what
happens, unless, of course, we decide to act and
demand some truth and accountability from our
so-called leaders and those in the media and the
scientific community. Haven’t we put up with
their lies long enough?
Let’s look for a moment at the mythological
implications of Pegasus from the ancient Greek
and ancient Egyptian. Pegasus was the winged
horse of Greek myth, symbol of the great king’s
or hero’s journey to heaven. Pegasus was named
for the Pagae, water-priestesses who tended the
sacred spring of Pirene in Corinth. Pegasus
represented divine inspiration as well as godlike
apotheosis. A man who rode him could become a
great poet. The rider of Pegasus could figuratively
“fly through the air, to reach the heavens”.
From the ancient Egyptian, Pegasus was born
“at the springs of the ocean”, and his father is
Poseidon. Consider the following definitions
from ancient Egypt: “pa” means to fly; “ga”
means to see, to look; and “ses” means horse or
mare. Put together, we have pagases (Pegasus).
Richard, believes the word “ga” (to see, to look)
seems most appropriate to the theory of a probe.
Also, “pega” means a metal object.
The Book of Revelation in the Bible states that
it is the white horse in the sky that will herald the
return of Christ, and some contend the white
horse is Pegasus. Also, it was in 1995 that a star
within the Pegasus constellation was discovered
to have an orbiting planet.
Now for some more about N.A.S.A.’s
shenanigans: Richard Hoagland believes that the
N.A.S.A. SOHO (SOlar and Heliospheric
Observatory) spacecraft, which beams back such
incredible information about our Sun, was
intentionally taken off-line on June 24, 1998 (and
did not mysteriously go off-line as officially
stated) and brought back on September 16, 1998
because it would have revealed something the
“elite” at N.A.S.A. don’t want us to see, and that
is an incoming comet that appears to be on a
collision course with Earth in the summer of 1999
as we pass through the Taurid meteor stream at
that time.
Richard does point out that it has recently
become N.A.S.A. policy to withhold any
announcement of a possible collision (with a
comet or asteroid) for at least 72 hours. Some
scientists even suggest that such information
should be withheld entirely, especially if the
discovery was made “too late” (less than one year
before impact) to do anything about it. Isn’t it
reassuring to know these are the kind of people
we have “looking out” for our welfare?
Hoagland’s Enterprise Mission has previously
pointed out that we have literally been bombarded
in the last 18 months with TV specials, news
stories, and movies about the coming impact of
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an asteroid or comet. One of the latest is a TV
commercial, now seen on all networks, hosted by
the head of F.E.M.A. himself, James Lee Witt,
personally selling disaster flood insurance—under
the telegraphic title “Project Impact”.
How many people know that Senator John
Glenn, who was recently sent into orbit in the
Space Shuttle, is himself a 33rd-degree Mason?
It is common knowledge that many of the
astronauts were Masons, including Alan B.
Shepard and Edwin Aldrin. It is not well known,
however, that most of the N.A.S.A. hierarchy are
Masons, and that they seem to be pursuing an
absolutely diabolical agenda laden with satanic
symbolism, as Richard Hoagland has been
revealing on Art Bell’s radio show for several
years now.
And now, suddenly, the situation with respect
to Iraq is heating up to the boiling point, with war
appearing imminent on the horizon. So, Secretary
of Defense William Cohen is sending tens of
thousands of American soldiers to the other side
of the World. Is this “just” another major
diversion and distraction to keep our minds off of
December 7th? (Not to mention this would be a
possible way to hold Clinton at home while the
more IMF-compliant Gore is sent to the Asian
Pacific Economic Conference in Kuala Lumpur.)
If that doesn’t work, will we then have some
event where the American people are terrorized
by our own secret government blowing up yet
another Federal Building, or maybe several of
them? They could then blame that on Middle
Eastern terrorists and, in conjunction with the
situation with Iraq, or a possible chemical or
biological terrorist (i.e., secret government) attack in
the United States, it could provide a justification for
instituting Martial Law in America!
Remember what William Cohen was quoted
as saying in last week’s CONTACT on page 2,
“Terrorism is escalating to the point that
Americans may soon have to choose between
civil liberties and more intrusive means of
protection.” He just forgot to mention that our
secret government is the one responsible for
engineering making Martial Law necessary!
Consider this: Richard Hoagland said on
November 3rd, “There is a lot of information
converging that maybe what’s going to happen
between now and December is not going to be
very nice or pretty.” Remember, with each day
that passes the New World Order of “elite”
controllers has less and less time to put their
Global Plan 2000 in place, so we should expect
them to do anything at any time.
As of November 14th, C.N.N. Headline News
announced that the Leonid Meteor Shower
expected on November 17th could cause a major
loss of satellites. When you realize how much of
our modern life absolutely depends on the
communications those satellites provide, the
potential consequences appear to be vastly
underestimated. Life as we know it could be
greatly compromised after November 17th! If
that happens, many people would welcome the
“order” imposed by conditions of Martial Law.
What is happening on December 7th, anyway?
At the very least ones can check out the
Enterprise Mission website as things are starting
to get complicated, with accusations of hoaxes
about the hoaxes. It certainly makes it seem as
though there is something to hide. Perhaps it
really is time that we demand some accountability
and some hard answers from those we have
allowed to lead us—astray!
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View From Malaysia

Which Way Is Up
As World Falls Down?
11/10/98 #1

HATONN

IF IT’S GOING TO BE—
IT’S UP TO WHO?
Who? Not me! THEE!! But we must realize
that it depends on who is talking and who might be
the reference. Obviously, if I want something done,
I must see to it, so the “me” is “me”. If I need you
to help me—then the “me” is “thee”.
Even with good “sayings” I prefer to use more
comprehensive meanings than just to rhyme or give
alphabets for remembering. Better that a thing be
KNOWN than simply remembered. So I ask each
of you, including Dharma, to sit for a minute and not
just mouth words, but really impress upon self: If it is
to be, it must be me. And please, refresh goals.
GOAL?
For each individual there will be a different goal
or, at the least, a different perception of the goal.
THINK what it is and WHY you might wish a
thing, and more especially why you wish a thing for
self. Why do people do the things they do, move to
certain places, and search for comfort (and yes, all
things are to seek comfort and happiness, security
and peace)?
Some people climb cliffs or even buildings (up
the outside walls). Why? Because it is there and
the goal is simply to get attention and do what? Get
to the top of the building? No, for getting to the top
of a finished building is most rapidly and easily
accomplished by TAKING THE ELEVATOR. Be
careful that you aren’t climbing inch by inch when
an elevator would serve all of us far better.
Why would anyone come to Tehachapi,
California? This is a little township that almost
none of the world has even heard of. Is God only
in that one little place? Have you seen a crystal or
something that causes you to be drawn to that
place? No, you are searching, and most searchers
find that the acres of diamonds were actually in
their own back yard! Ah, but there IS a goal
established in the center of THIS little unit of
human people and what is it? This is the kernel of
truth you must find for self.
In each play there is a plot, or the play is no
good. There IS a plot even if it is claimed there is
none, for that becomes the plot in itself.
What is the plot in our immediate play? Why
are parts of us across an ocean in a foreign land
trying to support a failing social world? Do these
people want us to come along to their nation and
solve their problems and then walk out again,
beating our chest and having replaced the wrong
with more wrong? NO!
We have a solution to their problems in an
economic jungle of already botched solutions. Their

solution, however, is also the solution to OUR sad
state of affairs. This is why we do not “butt into”
the affairs of other people, nations, or take
“control”. Our goal is FREEDOM and ability of
God’s people to live in that freedom, grow, learn
and know truth, trust, be able to commune and
communicate openly with equal opportunity to other
brothers and sisters—but no, not all alike nor all
doing robotically what everyone else is doing or
experiencing. That is for robots and slaves—not
HUman creators.
We can always remember that to begin a day
most wonderfully is to simply find the first person
you meet and do some random act of niceness,
kindness—appreciation. If that happens to be your
roommate, how much the better.
I neither wish to control nor assign anyone to
anything or any place. This is why I don’t want
people rushing off haphazardly to come zinging to
what might be considered my bedside. I have no
bed, no “location”, and no right to charge anyone
with other than their own guidance—but I expect
the guidance to be LIGHTED and always in
WISDOM. However, when thoughts are ONLY
given to the rewards or desires of SELF, it will
never work well for the ones already about their
tasks are thwarted by what are mostly recognized as
intruders. Wherever you ARE is the right place for
you. It is the perfect choice of place for you for the
NOW. You may well wish to be somewhere else
and share something else—but why? Well, you had
better look carefully at “why” because if you don’t
know your own goals—how expect ye to have
others change their own path to attend thee?
I would share a few things with you and let you
see into the massive task at hand right here. I will
also allow you to see into how it got to here and
perhaps the eagerness to be involved will be
increased, decreased, or ceased.
We have now alerted the major news services to
our situation. We have more than a dozen major
things in “play”. We are working without staff,
without funds—and yet still have to decide about
spelt, the bills and payments back “home”, the farm
(its lease is up in December) and we have to meet
with Mr. Primakov of Russia and very likely Mr.
Clinton of the U.S.—who, by the way, is not staying
at the site for the conference—but somehow is
placed in a hotel not half a block from this hotel—
called the “New World”, yet!
Oh, everyone wants to “deal” but unfortunately
the Adversary only “deals” with obscene ideas,
greed and guns. And, brethren, if he gets THIS
PRIZE, it is over for freedom in a world as you
know it or think you want to realize it.
I will go back now to how we came by this
wonderful opportunity and asset and why Russell
Herman dumped the load onto us. HE THOUGHT
WE COULD ACCOMPLISH AND UNDO SOME
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OF THE TERRIBLE DAMAGES HE HAD
HELPED BRING UPON HIS OWN SPECIES. You
have to realize that young men find spying, lying,
games, high-roller living, James Bond living, to be
something it isn’t—but it never dulls as day to day
is lived on top of a razor’s edge.
When a man is dying, it is usually then that he
faces some serious considerations, and when he
finds that he has played in a game which merits him
a walk through “hell”, he often considers ways to
amend those damages if possible. So, he seeks and
finds, through God, the way that a thing might be
accomplished to reverse some of the damages and
turn the spiral into an upward cycle instead of
allowing it to bury itself in the pits. Russell felt
that if he could accomplish this reversal and give
again unto people instead of take away—it would be
us who might accomplish same.
This man didn’t go out and, eenie-meenieminie-mo, pick Rick. We had built a paper, a way,
and HE PICKED ME, HATONN. I picked Rick and
Dharma and, and, and. Russell ended up alone and
dying in a most horrendous way while the vultures
hovered over his carcass like flies trying to secure
their own places and assets. There were true friends
and loved ones, but mostly (almost entirely) there
were the grabbers and takers. No one alone could
accomplish reversing the mighty inroads made by
the Elite. But Russell knew that God could do that
task—if God could find a few good men and women
to set forth on an odyssey into the unknown,
unrecognized when they would arrive there, and
spend a full decade in almost isolated learning and
training. Most people have no idea whatsoever
what has taken place.
People think only of a Hatonn giving a bit of a
lesson on various Sunday afternoons, occasionally,
and writing a few journals; hardly anyone save Al
even knows how many. Some felt they would like
to participate, and thus a paper was established—so
that today we can walk into the Prime Minister’s
office and they are eager to grab that paper. Just to
see the Editor-in-Chief of THE major Southeastern
Asia publication start to read CONTACT before Rick
ever let go of it was, at the least, gratifying.
Many contacts we make are for “later” with no
expectation of doing anything, or expecting them to
do anything. It is to make a recognition string of
trails for security, shelter, and focus; it is called due
diligence on our “lay the setting” while “they” do
their due diligence. If we don’t pass muster—say
goodnight, John Boy.
Well, we pass muster, because the strongest of
the Elite masterminds are at the task of bashing us,
blocking us, and generally making life as miserable
as possible for us to reach THROUGH. But I
remind all of you: GOD IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER, AND IF YOU
DON’T TAKE HIS GIFTS—HE WILL ALLOW
THE ENEMY TO HAVE THEM—EVERY TIME.
If you care so little for selves in actual reality—
except to just have it a bit easier or nicer or more
comfortable for self—just forget it because you
have come not only a long way baby, but much too
far indeed. Yes, you have to care deeply about the
hungry in Honduras and the homeless in Manila.
You have to care deeply about the babies in the
streets in Brazil. But you have to FIX WHAT IS
WRONG—RIGHT WHERE YOU ARE AND
WITHIN SELF, AND ONLY THEN CAN WE
HOPE TO HELP ELSEWHERE. WE MUST
FIRST GET THAT WHICH WE NEED
ESTABLISHED FOR THE JOB, BUILD A
FOUNDATION AND THEN, ONLY THEN, CAN
WE BUILD OUR CATHEDRAL.
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God doesn’t need any cathedrals, but you need
shelters. God can build His own trees for air—you
must breathe oxygen, so you must save the trees
you have. The human body must, as well, have
food to fuel its very existence and yet, man must
have dignity lest he wither within, and just “being a
living zombie” is hardly CREATOR’s gift of LIFE.
My own team gets up over here with just about
as blind a notion of the day as can be but, as with
today, knowing it will be pressing.
We have appointments with people who say
they are going to build the biggest city in all of
Asia.
Is this fact?
Well, we have the
appointment—how big a city is under question? We
will find out, I suppose.
We have enjoyed intelligence agents, police
officers—you name it, and we have been inspected
by them and, wow, we passed inspection. Actually,
we have passed to the point of now having to decide
if we go forth with them to their homes for din-din
and a bit of friendship. Is this WISE? YOU ARE
PLEIADIAN ROUND-HEELS, CHELAS—IS THIS
GOING OFF WITH UNKNOWN STRANGERS
EVEN SOMETHING YOU WOULD ALLOW
YOUR CHILDREN TO DO? Dharma—NO! I
have to have someone left when the others have
walked off the cliff and into a trap one of these
days. And, no, I am not saying that anyone is
dangerous or more troublesome than others—for
those are for your discernments. I am telling you
that you should be “too busy” to even consider such
adventures. Familiarity often breeds too much
contempt to be satisfying. Friendships will come
and yes, they will be joyful, but the enemy comes
always in disguise. My problem is watching you
even consider such dangerous possibilities—WITH
MY MISSION. If friends are to be “real” friends—
they will still be there when the flak settles. And,
they will be rewarded with whatever gift they have
given—hope or hopelessness—in ABUNDANCE.
Every participant in any scenario gives and receives
lessons constantly—it is the mode of teaching in a
physical universe of “action”, perceived or in
motion, as in pulsed waves in an electrical
environment. You are “light” in a COALESCED
form, dense enough to reflect greater light to source
of vision—be it God or Devil. Mind is invisible
and causes things to be reflected or created—but
produces light instead of simply reflecting
something or another. Minds are like GOD—they
are creators, and through thoughts creation takes
place. You are the thought of God manifest—now
God waits for your thoughts to CREATE OUR
OWN WAY THROUGH THE PERCEIVED
DARKNESS COME UPON A WORLD OF HIS
MAGNIFICENT CREATION. This means we have
to start where man has fallen and begin to cut the
strings that bind—one at a time, starting with that
which holds him at the moment. His attention at the
moment is based on his economy and selfsurvival—so there is where we can best serve in
creating a way to reverse his oppression and
suppression into expression and manifestation.
If you have this gift and capability and use it
not—you lessen God for He has provided possibilities
which you allow selves to toss aside to suit the
convenience of your own moment of expression.
Do “I” have favored ones? Yes indeed, at any
given moment I favor THE ONE doing the task
WITH ME. I favor the one working to fulfill the
WORTHY expression of Creator-Creation—for
these are THE ONES WHO CALL ON ME. I
FAVOR NOT THE ONES WHO TURN ME
AWAY AND CLING TO THE ADVERSARY OF
TRUTH AND FREEDOM. WHEN YOU CLING
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TO THAT FALSE THING WHICH IS
PERCEIVED, BUT IS NOT, SECURITY—YOU
LOSE ALL SECURITY. NO, YOU CANNOT BE
CARELESS—BUT YOU WILL NEVER REACH
OUT UNTIL YOU CAN LET GO AND LET
GOD—AND CONTRIBUTE SOME OF THAT
“SECURITY” TO A PURPOSE GREATER THAN
WHATEVER YOU WISH FROM WHICH TO BE
SECURE.
Example: If you think you may need a winter
coat next year and there will be no resource—
perhaps you had best feed the lambs that will grow
the wool. Ponder it!
What will you do with TODAY? Don’t ask me
what YOU need to do today—it is your life, your
game—get on with it. Don’t ask me if you should
contact someone today for if you fail to contact that
ONE who never knows of you—how can he solve
YOUR PROBLEM? I set forth opportunities—but
you have to take them. I repeat: don’t ask me what
you need to do before you tell me what you plan to
do to possibly further our mission. Get on with
Labuan, for instance, if that is pressing on your
mind. Check out REASON and LOGIC and don’t
be pulled down by sarcasm, wet blankets or
attitudes of another in a group that may appear to be
somehow more “in charge”. But, consider expenses
for going on a lark of some kind. We have to be
cautious, careful and diligent in our due diligence,
contacts, introductions, etc. We do not run helterskelter, flitting from flower to flower, without cause
or preparations.
I do suggest that you begin to support your
presentation with WHY YOU HAVE THE
DOCUMENTS YOU HOLD AND THE
POSSIBILITIES OF POTENTIAL. IN THAT I
MEAN, HOW, WHY AND WHAT WAS RUSSELL
HERMAN AND WHY YOU ENDED UP TAKING
THE HARNESS. I WANT IT KNOWN THAT WE
(YOU) ALREADY HAD BUSINESSES AND AN
INSTITUTE—BUT GAVE IT UP TO KEEP A
PROMISE TO A MAN WHO DARED BEYOND
ALL OTHERS TO RECTIFY SOME NASTY
THINGS COME UPON MANKIND THROUGH
THE
ELITE
ONE-WORLD-ORDER
OF
CONTROLLERS IN HUMAN, PHYSICAL FORM.
You don’t preach any religion or “goodie-twoshoes” false piousness. These people you meet
want ANSWERS and FACT. They want to know
why YOU have this and WHY IT IS GOOD and
real and how to make it work. They are not
interested in your idea of God or Man for they
already have their own opinions of same and only
through time, space and perception of presentation will
they change those opinions. We offer something in
such a way as to suit the needs of the moment at
hand—logically, rationally and truthfully.
It is time to stop giving away half with no idea
of how to manage it. Let us start strongly urging
that, for “half”, they do have to get gold to back
their half. The only way we can make this work
well is to insist that any users get full backing for
their own share. If that means we only give 20 per
cent so that we can demand 80% of the value be in
gold, so be it. This is NOT something-for-nothing
day at the fair. For instance, just to give a bunch
of funds to a failing “thing” is going to simply get
things into bigger and more dastardly circumstances.
There has to be value EXCHANGE.
When man starts depopulation procedures on a
globe—it is truly horrifying and that is exactly what
is happening. This means slow and torturous death
of body, consciousness and, finally, spirit. The
“Elite” never plan to be depopulated right along
with the “useless eaters”, but look around you at
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other places where you have “experienced”, just in
your solar system. Oh indeed, you CAN AND
HAVE wiped out whole planets before Earth. But
you don’t understand? Whose fault might that be?
You are in November, 1998. The Big Boys plan
to have this thing operational as to your being taken
over, totally, by News Year Day, 2000. Isn’t that
fun—the y2k “thing” is but the final EXCUSE that
all records are lost. You will have everything you
had somehow put into protection—GONE—FOR
WHO CAN FIND IT IN LOST COMPUTERS?
AND YOU DON’T HAVE GOLD TO COVER
ASSETS. ONLY COMPUTER ENTRIES THAT
ARE PLANNED TO HAVE VANISHED RIGHT
ALONG WITH ALL YOUR OTHER ASSETS.
BUT YOU WILL, OF COURSE, BE IN THE BIG
COMPUTERS IN THE SKY AND SUBJECT TO
YOUR MASTER’S VOICE.
I think it is time to remind the players, team,
that with y2k they had best start on gold and get
with some backup bookkeeping systems. Part of the
Plan 2000 is to simply let everything “go down”
without accountability possibilities. It all just goes
away but you can count on the Elite having proof of
“theirs”. This is why the Elite will have their bindings
on everything and you will have NOTHING.
Can you change anything in 13 months? Wow!
You certainly have waited until the very last minute,
haven’t you? WORLD, YOU ARE IN SERIOUS
TROUBLE! IF YOU DON’T USE THAT WHICH
GOD OFFERS IN ORDER TO SHORTEN THE
DAYS OF THE ADVERSARY AND HIS
STRANGLE-HOLD ON YOU, IT IS GOING TO
BE A BLEAK FEW CENTURIES IN THE NEW
MILLENNIUM. And to you self-indulgent
people—fat’s where it’s at as the days go by for you
will be able to make it a bit further than your
“model” skin-and-bones brethren. I just thought
you would like to know. Further, you will be better
equipped to retain self on much less.
God, let me change those things I can, let me
accept what I can’t, and please give me the wisdom
to know the difference. PHOOEY. There is
NOTHING you cannot change—absolutely
NOTHING. Can’t is the most terrible word in your
life-stream for with it comes the cop-out. With God
EVERYTHING is possible—so, confound it—
CREATE A BETTER WAY AND CHANGE THAT
WHICH “CAN’T” BE CHANGED AND, IF FOR
THE BETTER—WAY TO GO! If you allow
another “somebody”, usually an “authority” or
“expert”, to tell you what is impossible for you—
then you deserve the failure you achieve so
successfully. Perhaps YOU hold the final key to
open the doors to heaven itself. Where are you and
where is that key? Certainly YOU HOLD THE
ONE THAT LETS YOU pass through. You have to
grow to move into heaven, but all you have to do to
get into hell is fall into it. Think about it for the
days grow short now. You can count as well as I
as to your place on the calendars. AND YET,
THERE WAS NEVER A MORE PERFECT TIME
IN THE HISTORY OF TIME, AS NOW.
To you who thirst and hunger for peace and
being at rest within, you must learn to use the gifts
God offered at your birth and before—YOUR
MIND! CREATE THE WAY FOR NO ONE ELSE
SHALL OR WILL DO IT FOR YOU. JUST
“SURVIVING” IS NEVER ENOUGH, GOOD
FRIENDS—NEVER.
May the joy and creation of this day be the most
wondrous of your journey(ies) thus far.
In love and realizing that (repeat after me): I
Am shall make you whole and you shall make thee
free. Salu.
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Hilarion: A Look At Your
Genetic Link To Well-being
my explanation of the energy-flow physics.
Some ones may ask: “Well, if what you say is
so, then how can the non-souled, manufactured
Good morning, old friend. It is I, Master
creatures exist at all, much less stay alive?”
Hilarion, come to commune once again with you
The answer to this important question, in
in order to bring forth a much desired clarity on
simple terms for the scope of this writing, is
recent subjects.
that each cell (cellular entity) has the capacity
Yes, I do come in and of The One Light.
to draw basic energies to power itself (and run
My intent is to fulfill Creator’s promise to you
its electro-chemical metabolism) from the
ones for guidance and understanding.
I
domain that your scientists have only recently
represent the heart energy of Creator’s infinite,
come to recognize and label as the “zero-point”
One Body of Life.
energies of free space. This is the same physics
There are many on your planet who can see
that allows for the operation of
the colors and other various
so-called “free energy” devices
aspects of the human energy
Learn to stay centered, balanced, and in good
(or motors) of seeming perpetual
fields associated with the
spirits, under any and all circumstances, and you
motion. (There is much to this
human physical body. Many
subject which we will not get
of these ones have also
will f ind that the revitalizing energy will once
into at this time, but you deeper
learned to correlate, and thus
again be a common part of your daily experience.
thinkers may recognize the
interpret, what they observe.
connection between the existence
And this is a good step
of
such
“zero-point”
energies and God’s divine
toward true understanding.
experiments of manipulating physical tissues,
Thus,
But, observing a natural phenomenon does they have little understanding of the true nature w i l l p e r m e a t i n g A l l T h a t I s . )
not always mean one understands HOW this or intent of the DNA structures they are playing manufactured cellular structures can “be alive”
phenomenon truly comes about and functions in with. They can and are manufacturing animated in purely physical terms, but not !BE ALIVE! as
the first place. Take, for example, you observe “creatures” which have NO soul to guide or is possible with coupling between physical
a person with blond hair. Because you see the c o n n e c t w i t h , a n d t h u s a r e m e r e r o b o t i c matter and a Higher-Dimensional soul essence.
Now, the “down side” of the coupling of
color of the hair, does this mean you recognize a n i m a t i o n s ,
easily
manipulated
and
automatically the reason WHY the person’s hair p r o g r a m m e d . I f a n d w h e n G o d d e e m s i t soul essence with physical cellular matter (that
color is blond? No, not usually.
appropriate, He will give to these manufactured can otherwise “run” on its own, in a “neutral”
Of course a lot of it has to do with physical creatures a soul consciousness and, in effect, condition, so to speak) is that, from a state of
genetic structure of the body, but what are these rewrite and fortify their programming. It is f e a r , t h e c o u p l e d e n t i t y c a n c a u s e s t r e s s
constrictions in life-energy flows which the
DNA strands in the first place? How do they merely a matter of TRUE physics.
function? Your scientists can take them apart
What, you may be asking at this point, does neutral, purely physical structure would not
and reassemble them in various sequences. any of this have to do with clarifying recent experience on its own. In a sense, YOU can
“get in the way” of your physical self!
They can tamper and manipulate them. But, subjects?
These kinds of energy-constricting
how do they really function?
You each modify and influence the
T h e s e “ l i t t l e ” b u i l d i n g b l o c k s a r e i n properties of your physical body on a constant phenomena can be observed in the various
actuality tiny electromagnetic transmitters basis. For instance, you ones will recognize the aspects or layers of the body’s energy fields.
a n d r e c e i v e r s w h i c h a r e i n p h a s e o b s e r v a b l e p h e n o m e n a o f “ r a p i d a g i n g ” And though most do not see these phenomena,
s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n w i t h t h e h u m a n e n e r g y associated with stress. Some of you have most do feel the effects of disconnections.
fields. (This is to say, in effect, that even witnessed ones who have been so frightened These are the ones who are “difficult” to stay
your human body is a lot more than what that their hair literally turns white over night. around because of their “negativity”. Actually,
their “bad vibes” are due to their chronic
appears solidly in the physical!) The exact What are the reasons for such?
sequence of one’s DNA structure acts as a
This is an example of an extreme condition disconnection state, which is a direct opposite
“tuning” device which an entity (the non- of disconnect from The Source of well-being, a to what feels pleasant.
This chronic disconnection state comes
physical, essence of you) can associate with condition that is brought about by a lack of
and influence. The exact frequency can be recognition and understanding of the true nature about from overly fixating upon fears and
(and is) modified by the entity who inhabits a of your NON-physical self. When ones are worries, and usually takes decades to manifest
particular body.
upset, their emotional frequency alters (lowers) in the form of a “major” illness. Please KNOW
Usually an entity is not concerned about and there becomes a constrictive blockage in the that there is truly nothing to be afraid of—
manipulating the hair color of a body. For the c o m m u n i c a t i o n b e t w e e n t h e e n e r g y o f t h e EVER! Likewise, there is nothing truly worth
most part, one’s soul intent for the body is that Higher, life-giving soul-you and the physical worrying about or getting upset over so as to
there be a general sense of well being. While body. Usually this is only a partial blockage of cause you to disconnect from the only Source of
exquisite in design and function, the Higher the flow of energy; a complete constriction Life that there is. Yet many, out of ignorance of
true spiritual fact, will continually justify and
(soul) Self is quite aware that the body is not would leave the body motionless and dead.
anything more than a temporary (temporal)
There would appear to be a contradiction in rationalize the “need” to worry and get upset.
11/15/98
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focusing mechanism for the entity to utilize and
experience through. (I have often referred to
the body as a “bio-electric sensing machine” in
several earlier writings on this subject.) So,
why put forth great energy to change one’s hair
color, eye color, height or such? There really is
no need for such a distraction from the purposeperspective of the Higher Self. Though any
such physical alterations are quite possible, it is
not generally the intent of an entity to do so.
Though your so-called scientists think they
know what they are doing with their little
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This is all fine as far as we of the Hosts are
concerned. Whether you choose to paint the
walls in your house white, brown, or pink, we
don’t care! These are your choices; why would
we interfere? Likewise, if you choose to
disconnect from Source, then why would we
ever wish to stand in your way? We will not
interfere with your choices—EVER!
However, many beg to be “healed” or beg
to have someone come and rescue them from
what they often perceive is a condition of
being a victim of harsh luck or happenstance.
Since we do NOT interfere with YOUR
choices, this means that YOU must come to
grips with the FACT that YOU generate the
frequency vibration which causes an out-ofphase signal with the natural functioning of
the physical body.
Some will say that they are “genetically”
predisposed to having a heart attack or kidney
trouble. We would say that more likely it is
that you are “frequency”-disposed to having
such illnesses—meaning that, because you are
influenced by your parents’ attitudes and
emotional energy fields, you tend to pick-up the
same frequency vibrations and thus manifest
similar illnesses.
With the proper awareness of what has a
greater effect on the overall well-being of a
body, one can begin to deliberately modify
conditions of the body. These are the tools you
need to bring yourself back into balance when
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an out-of-balance condition exists. They are
also the keys to preventative maintenance and
continual well-being of the body.
You must realize that we are NOT going to
come into your home and re-paint your walls
because you are unhappy with the color.
Likewise we are not going to “mystically” take
over your body and rebalance the conditions
that YOU HAVE CHOSEN FOR YOURSELF!
You may be saying: “But, I don’t want to be
sick and feel pain—so why am I sick?”
Do you worry over such things as money,
survival, children, or grandchildren? Do you
get overly upset over events and plans that
don’t go your way? Do you get frustrated
regularly over the choices and decisions which
others make—like the way they raise their
children or won’t listen to “reason”? Do you
get angry on a regular basis with the manner in
which other people drive their cars? Do you
“put-up” with the perceived inadequacies of
others on a regular basis? Do you find yourself
getting upset on a regular basis for ANY
reason?
If you can answer yes to any of these
questions, then KNOW and SEE how you are
creating your own illness.
If you are “sick”
and still deny that any of this applies to you,
then ask a close friend or relative, someone who
knows you well, what it is that THEY think you
get upset about the most. Be prepared for
startling revelations.
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Again we get back to last week’s topic of
how the “little” things affect your overall
well-being and your ability to function in a
well-balanced manner. There is no need to
ever feel chronically tired or sick. Learn to
stay centered, balanced, and in good spirits,
under any and all circumstances, and you will
find that the revitalizing energy will once
again be a common part of your daily
experience.
The hardest concept that we observe you
ones having trouble coming to grips with is the
fact that you create your own inner illnesses.
Though this writing is more focused on the
cause behind the well-being of THE BODY, be
assured that the same holds true for creating
ANYTHING in the physical experience.
My intent is to bring a greater understanding
of YOUR influence over the physical
experience. From this recognition you will be
one step closer to realizing the true nature and
potential of your being. I can but offer to you
these insightful tools so that you might realize
that YOU indeed do have the ability to “repaint” the walls of YOUR “house” and restore
same to a level of freshness and newness.
I am Hilarion—Healer, Teacher, and more
commonly known as the Ascended Master of the
Emerald Ray. I leave you all in warmth and
assurance that you will all find the balance you
desire in your own way and in your own time.
Peace and well-being to you ALL! Salu.
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